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Abstract
Characters in interactive 3D applications are often animated by creating transitions from one motion clip to another in
response to user input. It is not trivial, however, to achieve quick, natural-looking transitions between two arbitrary motion clips,
especially when the two motions are dissimilar. To tackle this problem, we present a simple framework called optimal one-hop
motion transition, which creates quick, natural-looking transitions on the fly without requiring careful manual specifications.
The key ideas are (1) to insert a short intermediate motion clip, called a hop, between the source and destination motion
clips, and (2) to select such a hop motion clip and its temporal alignment in an optimal way by solving a search problem. In
the search problem, our framework tries to balance the naturalness of the resulting transitions and the responsiveness to user
input. This search can be precomputed and the results can be stored in a lookup table, making the runtime cost to play an
optimal transition negligible. We demonstrate that our framework is easily integrated into a widely used game engine, and
that it greatly improves the quality of transitions in practical scenarios.
Keywords Motion transition · Character animation · Motion graphs

1 Introduction
Interactive applications that control 3D characters in real
time have become increasingly popular in the contexts of
computer games, virtual environments, and even stage performances by virtual singers. For such applications, a popular
current practice is to organize a character animation by using
a state machine [7,36], in which each state is typically associated with a certain motion clip that should be played when
the character is in that state. When a state change occurs at
runtime (usually triggered by user input), a motion transition
(i.e., crossfading from one motion clip to another, often in
two seconds or less) is applied to the character. For this, a
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simple pose-space linear blending technique is typically used
because of its runtime efficiency. This approach only works
well, however, when the source and destination motion clips
are sufficiently similar; otherwise, it produces severe visual
artifacts, such as footskate from “standing with legs open” to
“standing with legs closed” and sudden, unexpected change
of momentum.
To avoid such unnatural transitions, current game engines
allow game designers to manually specify several parameters, such as the blending duration (i.e., how many frames
to use for a transition) and the transition point (i.e., which
frame to use for the beginning of a transition), for every possible transition in the state machine [35]. There are several
problems, however, in this approach:

– When two motion clips are dissimilar, adjusting these
parameters is not very helpful; it is necessary to manually
insert a state between the two states to play a short motion
clip (e.g., a leg-closing motion). This greatly complicates
management of the state machine.
– As the frame at which the transition is triggered is not
predictable, it is not sufficient to define a single fixed
transition point for each motion clip. Ideally, the tran-
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Fig. 3 Conceptual explanation of our one-hop approach. A naïve direct
motion transition often produces unacceptable motions during the transition. In contrast, our approach visits a hop, which is chosen so that both
the source-to-hop and hop-to-destination transitions are as acceptable
as possible
Fig. 1 Example of our optimal one-hop motion transition (Top). Our
framework creates natural-looking, responsive motion transitions by
inserting an intermediate motion called a hop (yellow) between the
source (cyan) and destination (magenta) motions. It can produce a
natural-looking motion transition even for a case in which a naïve direct
transition exhibits severe visual artifacts (Bottom)

Fig. 2 Our one-hop motion transition design. Rather than directly visiting the destination, our framework first visits a hop and then visits the
destination. Between the source and destination motion clips, it automatically inserts an optimal hop selected by solving a search problem
in precomputation

sition point should be adaptively set for every possible
triggered frame.
To tackle these problems, we present a practical framework called optimal one-hop motion transition. This framework greatly improves the quality of transitions even when
the source and destination motions are dissimilar, as seen in
Fig. 1. It also optimizes the responsiveness for every possible
triggered frame and still maintains the simplicity of the state
machine management. Figure 2 illustrates our framework.
The key idea is twofold:
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1. First, our framework automatically inserts a short, intermediate motion clip (called a hop) between the source and
destination motion clips. That is, it converts a transition
into two individual transitions (i.e., source to hop and hop
to destination). This one-hop approach has great potential to improve the acceptability of the resulting motion
transition as compared to the direct approach. Figure 3
provides an intuition of the reason for this: if we can
arrange a hop such that the two individual transitions are
both sufficiently natural, then the “path” of the overall
transition is likely to be within a manifold of “acceptable
motion”.1
2. Second, our framework selects the hop motion clip and its
temporal alignment offset in an optimal way by solving
a search problem. In the search, the framework considers
both the naturalness (i.e., how natural the individual transitions look) and the responsiveness (i.e., how quickly the
overall transition finishes) of the resulting transitions and
balances the trade-off between these two objectives.
Our framework has several desirable features. First, the
search is precomputable; in precomputation, the system
searches for optimal transitions for every possible combination of a pair of motion clips and a triggered frame. At
runtime, the system dynamically retrieves an optimal transition for a triggered frame. As this requires only negligible
computation cost, it is feasible to use the framework in computational resource-restricted applications. The framework
is also easily integrated into widely used game engines; we
demonstrate this by using Unity. In addition, the framework
does not assume either any special annotations to motion
clips or any special skeletal structures (e.g., a humanoid).
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
– Design of a framework for optimal one-hop motion transition, which improves the naturalness of transitions
1

Note that we use these quoted terms in this sentence informally.
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while maintaining the ease of control and necessary
responsiveness.
– Demonstration of the framework’s practicality: the search
is precomputable, efficient at runtime, and easy to integrate into a popular game engine.

2 Related work
Motion transition is a primitive problem in interactive character animation, and researchers have worked on this and
related topics for decades (e.g., [1,6,9,13,16,23,29,33,37]).
Our proposed framework can be seen as a variant of the
motion-graph-based approach [1,16,23], in that we consider
graphs with a specific structure (i.e., one-hop graphs) and use
techniques developed in that context. This section reviews
previous approaches from various points of view and clarifies the position of this work.
Motion graphs Motion-graph-based methods have been
intensively studied for years [1,9,16,23,34]. One common
problem of this approach is that it does not ensure sufficient
responsiveness: a sufficiently short path from the source state
to the destination state might not exist, and thus, the duration
for a transition might be unacceptably long (this problem was
clearly described in [13]). In addition, it is difficult to explicitly specify the temporal alignment between the source and
destination motion clips. These problems make it difficult to
use motion graphs for interactive, precise character control.
Our framework, on the other hand, uses a designer-defined
state machine for intuitive control logic, and it incorporates
responsiveness into the search objective.
High-level motion synthesis Many offline motion synthesizers or online motion controllers have been proposed to
animate characters by using high-level constraint specifications (such as semantic tasks to engage, directions or paths to
follow, and goal positions to reach) [10,16,20,21,24,27,34].
Even though many such methods have been proposed so far,
the state machine approach is still highly popular in interactive application development [7,36], probably because of
its simplicity and ease of control. We focus here on a primitive problem in state-machine-based control: the transition
between two motion clips.
Motion matching In the game industry, a method called
motion matching has recently been developed [5,38]. That
method is similar to ours in that it searches for an optimal
motion clip and its time alignment in every necessary frame
to achieve high responsiveness. It is not designed, however,
for creating transitions between two motion clips.
Statistical models Learning a statistical motion model from
a captured dataset has been a recent trend [3,10,11,25,28].
While this approach is quite promising, it is not feasible

for individual game designers to construct a good statistical
model, understand its capability correctly, design game logic
based on it, write a script to control it at runtime, and fine tune
it if necessary. Thus, the state-machine-based approach still
seems more popular in practice than the statistical approach,
indicating a large demand for our framework.
Motion blending Motion blending is a technique to create
an interpolated motion from multiple motion clips and associated blending weights. In the case of motion transition,
motion blending involves two motion clips (i.e., source and
destination) and a time-varying weight. Pose-space linear
blending has been widely used because of its simplicity and
runtime efficiency. To achieve higher quality, researchers
have investigated more sophisticated methods [15,30]. Our
focus is on how to choose motion clips to blend and align
them, and thus, arbitrary motion blending methods can be
used.
Motion naturalness Physical criteria are often applied to
enforce naturalness on motions, as in space-time optimization [33] and in keyframe motion editing [18]. Another
popular approach is to use statistical models (e.g., [3]). In our
framework, we need to evaluate the naturalness of a blended
motion during a transition. As with previous motion-graphbased methods (e.g., [9,16,37]), we assume that a transition
becomes smoother and thus more natural if its source and
destination motions are more similar.
Interactive motion transitions Several previous methods
specifically focused on interactive motion transitions (e.g.,
[2,6,13,29]). Among them, the method by Ikemoto et al. [13]
is probably the most similar to ours. Their method searches
for one- or multi-hop transitions to ensure the naturalness of
the resulting motions. One of the most notable differences
is in the handling of the duration of the overall transition;
while the method of Ikemoto et al. uses a fixed duration for
the overall transition (i.e., it always takes the same duration to
finish a transition, regardless of whether it is an “easy” transition or not), ours automatically adapts the duration of the
overall transition according to its “difficulty”. That is, our
framework considers not only naturalness but also responsiveness, unlike the previous one. In addition, the framework
incorporates the stay duration (i.e., the duration for which a
motion clip is played alone before beginning an individual
transition) into search variables, which enables it to find even
better (i.e., lower-cost) transitions. The way of storing precomputed results also differs between our method and that of
Ikemoto et al.; we store per-frame optimal solutions, which
is necessary for playing transitions with optimal responsiveness for every possible triggered frame. Note that their work
also presented some additional techniques such as clustering of motion segments for performance, time warping of
motions, and learning-based evaluation of motion natural-
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ness. We emphasize here that, although our framework is
extensible and able to incorporate most of their additional
techniques, for now we have not adopted those techniques
to keep our framework lightweight, easy to implement, and
intuitive for game developers and designers.

3 Optimal one-hop motion transition
3.1 Problem setting and search variables
Our goal is to create a natural-looking transition from a
source motion Msrc to a destination motion Mdst . This transition should be responsive: the user triggers it at an arbitrary
frame ttrigger (e.g., via a gamepad), and the destination motion
should then be played as quickly as possible while maintaining naturalness. We assume that a set of n motion clips
M = {M1 , . . . , Mn } (including Msrc and Mdst ) is in memory at runtime, so that the clips are available as candidates
for hop motion clips.
We consider the case in which the temporal alignment
between the source and destination motion clips is hardconstrained and cannot be altered by the transition calculation
process. Note that satisfying this constraint is necessary for
many practical scenarios. For example, in a fighting action
game, a character might need to start playing a jump motion
clip in response to player input to avoid an opponent’s kick;
it is not acceptable in a typical game design if the temporal alignment offset of the jump motion clip relative to the
triggered frame is altered by the transition algorithm every
time. Another example is the case in which a character’s
movement has to be synchronized with a certain factor (e.g.,
background music for a dance character) in both the source
and destination states.
In precomputation, we search for optimal one-hop transitions for all possible triggered frames. Figure 4 illustrates
the problem setting of the search for a certain triggered frame
ttrigger , which involves the following unknowns:
– The index of the hop motion clip, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
– The temporal alignment offset of the hop motion clip
relative to the source motion clip, os→h ∈ Z.
– The first stay duration (i.e., the number of frames to wait
for before starting the transition from the source motion
clip to the hop motion clip), ss ∈ Z≥0 .
– The second stay duration (i.e., the number of frames to
wait for before starting the transition from the hop motion
clip to the destination motion clip), sh ∈ Z≥0 .
– The blend duration for the first transition from the source
motion clip to the hop motion clip, bs→h ∈ Z>0 .
– The blend duration for the second transition from the hop
motion clip to the destination motion clip, bh→d ∈ Z>0 .
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Fig. 4 Illustration of our problem setting for each search task. The
frame of receiving the user input, ttrigger , and the temporal alignment
offset between the source and destination motion clips, os→d , are given.
In addition to the hop motion clip chosen from a candidate set, the
stay durations, ss and sh , the blend durations, bs→h and bh→d , and the
temporal alignment offset between the source and hop motion clips,
os→h , are nontrivial variables

Among these variables, for simplicity we assume that the
blend durations bs→h and bh→d are given; we thus omit them
from the search variables. This is because optimizing them
is a nontrivial problem. Some advanced techniques can find
optimal blend durations (e.g., [37]), but for now we assign
them a fixed value of 30 frames (0.5 sec in our implementation, which was selected following [31,33]), for simplicity.
As a result, the search variables in our framework are
expressed as follows. Let Tt be a set of all the possible onehop transitions for a triggered frame t. We represent a onehop transition, Tt ∈ Tt , by a four-element tuple:
Tt = (i, os→h , ss , sh ) .

(1)

Given a target triggered frame t, our framework seeks to
find an optimal transition Tt∗ ∈ Tt (i.e., the best possible
combination of i, os→h , ss , and sh ) that minimizes the duration necessary for the overall transition while maximizing
the overall naturalness; this constitutes a trade-off.

3.2 Search for optimal one-hop motion transition
Search objective We solve the following discrete search problem for each possible triggered frame t:
Tt∗ = arg min{S(Tt ) + w R(Tt )},
Tt ∈Tt

(2)

where S : T → R≥0 is a smoothness cost function, R : T →
R≥0 is a responsiveness cost function, and w ∈ R>0 is a
weight parameter for the user to control the trade-off between
the transition smoothness and responsiveness, depending on
the usage scenario. The smoothness cost function is defined
as
S(Tt ) = Ds→h (Tt ) + Dh→d (Tt ),

(3)
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cannot be the optimal solution (because these three values
are all nonnegative), and thus, we can prune that condition
without calculating the other values. We calculate w R(Tt )
first and then the other two, as w R(Tt ) can be more efficiently calculated than the others can. Also, we visit smaller
ss and sh first and then increment these values; because R is
a monotonically increasing function with respect to both ss
and sh , doing so is likely to find lower-cost solutions at earlier
stages of the search, which is helpful for effective pruning.
Fig. 5 Colormap visualization of distance function values between a
pair of motion clips (say, A and B). A lower value means that the two
motions are less distant (i.e., more similar) at the indicated frames, and
thus, a transition created under that condition is expected to become
smoother. The details of the distance function are described in [16].
To evaluate the smoothness of a one-hop transition, our framework
calculates distance values for both (1) the pair of source and hop motion
clips and (2) the pair of hop and destination motion clips, and then it
evaluates the overall smoothness of the one-hop transition (Eq. 3)

where Ds→h and Dh→d are distance (or dissimilarity) functions that measure the distances between the source and hop
motion clips and the hop and destination motion clips, respectively, during individual transitions. The responsiveness cost
function should be a monotonically increasing function with
respect to the duration of the overall transition. Our current
implementation simply defines it as the sum of the stay durations:
R(Tt ) = ss + sh .

(4)

Choice of distance function Our current implementation uses
a distance function proposed by Kovar et al. [16] which has
been used in many follow-up works [6,15,17]. It spatially
aligns the two motion fragments to be blended by finding an
optimal 2D rigid transformation (i.e., horizontal translation
and the yaw rotation) in the least-squares sense, and then
it calculates the sum of the distances between corresponding points on the character’s body for every pair of frames.
This metric is coordinate invariant and implicitly incorporates derivative information by considering multiple frames
rather than a single frame. We do not repeat the specific equations here; refer to the original paper for the details. Figure 5
shows an example of computed distance function values for
a pair of motion clips. We emphasize that the choice of the
distance function is not our focus, and that our framework
is orthogonal to that choice. It can use any other distance
function, such as those considering joint orientations and
velocities [23,37], joint accelerations [1], and so on.
Search strategy We solve the search problem by using a simple exhaustive strategy with pruning. If at least one of three
values, Ds→h (Tt ), Dh→d (Tt ), and w R(Tt ), is larger than the
objective value of the “best current” solution, then that Tt

Storage and use of precomputed results Precomputed optimal
transitions can be stored in a lookup table in which triggered
frames are the keys for retrieval. By using a random-access
array to implement the lookup table, the runtime cost of
retrieval has only constant time complexity O(1) and is sufficiently fast for computational-resource-restricted scenarios
such as video games. Furthermore, as a one-hop transition
can be represented by using four integers (Eq. 1), the runtime
module is not memory intensive. For example, when the state
machine has 50 possible state transitions and every motion
clip has 1k frames, the runtime module uses 800 kB (=
50 [state transitions]×1k [frames]×4 [integers]×4 [bytes]),
which is sufficiently small compared to the memory used by
typical assets such as textures.
Discussion By selecting the destination motion clip as the
hop motion clip and setting os→h = os→d and ss = sh = 0,
which is included in the search space, our one-hop transition
can express the same transition as by the direct approach.
Therefore, our framework is always guaranteed to find a transition that is equal to or better than that by the direct approach
in terms of the search objective.

3.3 Default weight
Though it is important to let users adjust the weight parameter w in Eq. 2, it is helpful to provide a “default” value. We
present a simple algorithm to find such a value as follows.
First, from the set of target motion clips, we randomly sample
N transition conditions, each consisting of source and destination motion clips, their temporal alignment, and a trigger
frame. Then, we search for optimal transitions for these conditions without using stay durations (i.e., we set ss = sh = 0)
and record the average smoothness cost value S̄0 . Next, we
perform the search again but incorporate the stay durations as
search variables, with an upper bound smax ∈ Z>0 and with
w = 0, and we record the average smoothness cost value
S̄smax . Finally, we obtain a default weight as
wdefault =

S̄0 − S̄smax
.
2smax

(5)

Intuitively, this algorithm measures how much the smoothness cost decreases when using stay durations as compared
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to when not using them, and then it normalizes the value
to find a reasonable relative scale between the smoothness
and responsiveness costs. We use 2smax as the denominator,
because it is the upper bound of the responsiveness cost when
not using stay durations. Another option is to use the average of the responsiveness costs. Either way is valid, because
the smoothness and responsiveness costs become comparable through multiplication by the weight. Unless otherwise
stated, the results presented in this paper were generated with
this default weight automatically set (N = 100, smax = 60).

4 Results

Fig. 6 Conceptual example of a state machine configuration for an
interactive dance application. The choreography is assumed to be created in an improvised manner

4.1 Implementation details
To demonstrate that our framework is compatible with a popular game engine, we implemented the runtime component
in Unity. In particular, we used the Playables API in Unity to
blend motion clips. The precomputation module was implemented as an independent executable, which can be run via
either a command line or the Unity Editor.
As a baseline for comparison, we also implemented the
direct approach, which begins a transition immediately from
the triggered frame and uses 30 frames to make the transition directly to the destination motion clip. This mimics the
common practice.
We tested our framework by using a dance motion dataset
that we created using a motion capture system. The dataset
consists of various motions from three dance genres: hiphop, jazz, and pop. Each genre has around 20 motion clips,
and each clip lasts around 20 seconds. The frame rate was
reduced to 60 frames per second in postprocessing. Unless
otherwise stated, each result was generated using around 20
motion clips from this dataset.
Note that we did not apply any postprocessing techniques
to clean up footskate artifacts (e.g., [12]) for demonstration
purposes. Thus, small footskate artifacts that appear in our
results can be fixed to improve the naturalness.

4.2 Use case: interactive choreography
Assumed scenario As a use case for our framework, we
considered a scenario of “interactive character dancing,” in
which the choreography of a virtual dancer is assembled in
real time by an operator who improvises the selection of a
prerecorded motion clip to play in the next moment. Figure 6 shows a conceptual example state machine for this
application. It requires making the played dance sequence
as natural-looking as possible, and at the same time, as
responsive to the requests to change the choreography as
possible.
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Visual comparison Refer to the accompanying video, in
which we show many transition results produced by our
framework and also the baseline approach. Here, we include
some of the representative results. Figure 7 shows two cases
in which the framework greatly improved the visual quality
by choosing appropriate hop motions. Figures 1 and 8 show
cases in which the framework successfully cleaned up the
footskate artifacts that appeared in the direct transitions.
Robustness test To check whether our framework can
robustly generate more plausible transitions than the baseline
approach can for various inputs, we procedurally generated
an extra set of 15 transition results by an objective rule (i.e.,
sequentially selecting triggered frames with a fixed interval,
rather than applying subjective selection). The accompanying video includes these 15 transitions. According to our
observation, the transitions produced by the framework are
better than or at least equivalent to the baseline transitions in
most cases.
Mostly unchanged cases When the direct transition is already
very smooth (i.e., the smoothness cost of the original direct
transition is sufficiently small that there is only a little room
for improvement), the search module often selects the destination motion clip as the hop and sets a similar temporal
alignment. Figure 9 shows such an example, in which only a
slight difference in os→h and os→d is introduced, thus giving
mostly the same results. For another example, see Result
07 of the robustness test in the accompanying video. Note
that, in this situation, the resulting transition looks extremely
responsive as if it were a direct (zero-hop) transition, but it
can appear more natural than a transition by the naïve direct
approach because our framework selects ss and os→h in an
optimal way.
Cost values To better understand the behavior of our framework from a quantitative perspective, we calculated the cost
values of both our optimal one-hop transitions (i.e., the summation of Ds→h , Dh→d , and w R) and the corresponding
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Fig. 7 Results of direct motion transitions and our optimal one-hop
motion transitions for two challenging scenarios. (Top) The transition
is triggered when the source motion involves crouching. The direct transition exhibits a severe visual artifact of sudden momentum change. In
contrast, our transition inserts a standing-up motion after some stay
duration, which makes the overall transition look much more natural.

(Bottom) The source and destination motions are dances that involve
standing and sitting, respectively. The direct transition creates a sudden sitting-down motion. In contrast, our transition lets the character sit
down while dancing by inserting a dance segment with a sitting-down
motion, which is much more natural in terms of choreography

Fig. 8 Example of resolving a footskate problem. (Top) A direct motion
transition causes a severe footskate artifact that is so large that it is difficult for inverse-kinematics-based postprocessing techniques to fix it.

(Bottom) Our optimal one-hop motion transition inserts an appropriate
hop motion of closing the legs, and the resulting footskate artifact is
almost negligible
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4.3 Effect of changing weight

Fig. 9 Example of a case in which the direct (Top) and optimal one-hop
(Bottom) approaches produce similar results. In this case, the destination motion clip was selected as the optimal hop motion. This is likely
to happen when the direct motion transition is already very smooth

To demonstrate the effect of the weight parameter w, we
generated transition results by using different weights: 0.1 ·
wdefault , wdefault , and 10 · wdefault . Figure 11 shows timelapse visualizations of these results. Although the source
and destination motion clips, their temporal alignment, and
the triggered frame were identical, different optimal one-hop
transitions were obtained depending on the weights. This
demonstrates that the weight controls a trade-off between
smoothness and responsiveness: our transition becomes more
responsive when using a larger weight, while it becomes
smoother when using a smaller weight. Note that even when
the largest weight (i.e., 10 · wdefault ) was used, it provided a
much smaller smoothness cost (0.0467) than the direct transition did (0.0984), owing to the insertion of a hop motion.

4.4 Extensibility
One of the advantages of our framework is its simplicity,
which makes it easy to investigate various extensions. To
demonstrate its extensibility, we created a beat-aware version of the one-hop transition search module for interactive
dancing applications. In this extension, hop dance motions
are selected and aligned by taking their beats into consideration. This is easily achieved by restricting the search space
of the temporal alignment offset os→h to only beat frames.
Figure 12 shows a result generated by this extension. As the
source, hop, and destination motions share the same beats in
this case, the resulting motions appear well synchronized to
the underlying music.

5 Discussion

Fig. 10 Cost value comparison of our optimal one-hop motion transitions and the corresponding naïve direct transitions

direct transitions (i.e., the distance between the source and
destination motion clips during a direct transition, in other
words, Ds→d ). Figure 10 displays the results in a side-by-side
manner. The transitions generated for the robustness test were
used here; see the accompanying video for the corresponding rendered motions. The figure shows that our framework
could always find lower-cost transitions than those produced
by the direct approach, and that our results have various proportions of individual cost values to total cost values.
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Multiple hops The number of inserted hops is always one in
our framework. We adopted this design because it is a minimal insertion but greatly improves the quality. Being minimal
is important to provide better transparency for designers as
well as better responsiveness of transitions. Nevertheless, it
will be an important future work to investigate the approach
of inserting multiple motion clips (e.g., [13]) to obtain even
smoother transitions. Note that it is possible to search multiple hops in our framework with a straightforward extension,
but this prohibitively increases the computational cost of
the search; therefore, we did not include that approach as
a baseline in the evaluation, and some techniques need to be
developed to make it tractable.
Higher responsiveness As shown in Fig. 9, when the destination motion clip is selected as the hop motion clip and the
temporal alignments os→h and os→d are similar, the resulting transition can look very responsive. For users who desire
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Fig. 11 Visualizations of a direct motion transition (first row) and our
optimal one-hop motion transitions with various weights (the other
rows) under the same conditions. The weight controls a trade-off

between smoothness and responsiveness: our transition becomes more
responsive when using a larger weight, while it becomes smoother when
using a smaller weight

Fig. 12 Result of a beat-aware optimal one-hop dance motion transition. Our extended framework inserted a hop motion so that it shared the same
beats as the source and destination dance motion clips. Thus, the resulting transition was well synchronized to the underlying music

very quick transitions, it would be useful to provide an option
to enforce (or favor) this condition in the search.
Blending duration We used a fixed blending duration to
maintain the simplicity of our framework, but making this
variable adaptive [37] would be beneficial to improving both
the naturalness and the responsiveness. Thus, we suggest that
developers of motion control systems pursue that direction
if they require increased quality.

Separate handling of body parts It would be an interesting
future work to investigate how to apply one-hop transitions
in a situation with some body parts (e.g., the upper and lower
bodies) separately controlled. It is straightforward to independently precompute optimal one-hop transitions for each
body part and play them at runtime; however, it is not trivial
to determine how that approach would affect the naturalness
of transitions.
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Efficient search strategy Our current implementation uses
a simple exhaustive search to obtain optimal solutions in
precomputation. Our (unoptimized) code typically takes a
36-core server about one hour to perform the search for
around 1000 possible triggered frames (depending on the
total length of the motion clips to be used). If necessary, using
a heuristic search algorithm such as beam search could reduce
the precomputation cost. It would also be interesting to seek
efficient algorithms that use the found solution for a triggered
frame to obtain the solution of the next frame, because optimal solutions are often similar to those of their neighboring
frames. This idea could also be used for compressing the
lookup table to reduce the runtime memory usage.
Positional and orientational constraints We do not yet incorporate positional or orientational constraints in the search
(i.e., searching for an optimal one-hop transition that results
in a certain amount of translation and rotation), which are
necessary for certain use cases. This would require some
extensions to the objective of the search, as well as a way of
managing the lookup table.
Interpolated motions We assumed a scenario in which every
state is associated with a single motion clip to play. It is also
a common practice, however, to associate some states with
parametric motions defined as continuous interpolations of
multiple motion clips. This approach is used for dynamically
generating motion variations; for example, interpolating running and walking motion clips generates intermediate-speed
walking motions. Also, time warping techniques can be combined to create further variations. We have not yet considered
this scenario. It would thus be a good future work to further improve the practicality of our framework by handling
dynamically interpolated motions.
Creation of dedicated motion datasets To demonstrate our
framework, we used an existing dataset of dance motions
for hop motion candidates. It would be an interesting future
work to create motion datasets dedicated to such use for
hop motions. An ideal dataset could improve our framework
in providing more natural transitions (even for transitions
between totally dissimilar motions such as from sleeping to
running), providing quicker transitions, and reducing the runtime memory usage.
Connection of nonoverlapping motions Our framework can
also be used for connecting two nonoverlapping motion clips
(i.e., connecting the last frame of one clip and the first frame
of another). This situation often arises (e.g., [1,32]), and is
typically solved by smoothing the naïvely connected motion
with a certain window duration. Rather than smoothing,
our framework connects the two nonoverlapping motions by
inserting an appropriate hop motion.
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Reason for precomputing every frame Motion-graph-based
methods (e.g., [1,16,23]) first create a graph structure only
once and then search “paths” in the graph by considering
user-specified constraints to synthesize motions. In contrast,
we compute optimal one-hop transitions (one-hop graphs) for
every possible triggered frame. This is necessary because the
strategy of being as responsive as possible means that every
frame can produce a different optimal one-hop transition.
More sophisticated metrics for motion transition Our current
implementation uses the distance metric used by Kovar et al.
[16] to measure and ensure the smoothness of transitions.
This metric, however, only considers the pose-space geometric distances between motion segments and does not consider
either the semantics or styles of motions. Thus, it may potentially cause insertion of a perceptually awkward hop motion.
Measurement of such motion compatibility related to visual
perception could be enabled by a data-driven (or machinelearning) approach with crowdsourced data generation, as
researchers have recently demonstrated the effectiveness of
that approach in various domains [4,8,19,22,26].
Ease of extension Our framework is simple enough to easily be extended according to specific usage scenarios. We
demonstrated an extension of our framework in the previous
section (see Fig. 12), in which we could make the search
module aware of musical beats by simply modifying the
search space. Similarly, we could offer another extension
of the search module as follows. As our dataset has annotations of dance genres (i.e., hip-hop, jazz, and pop), we could
create a genre-aware version of the search module for interactive dancing applications. This could be achieved by, for
example, adding a genre cost term to the search objective in
Eq. 2:

0, if Mi is from the target genre
,
(6)
G(i) =
c, otherwise
where c ∈ R>0 is a constant value to control the genre term’s
strength. In this way, the search module could favor hop
motions from a target genre (e.g., the genre of the source and
destination motions), but it could also choose a hop motion
from different genres when necessary to ensure sufficient
smoothness. Hence, we can extend the search to favor solutions that are more context appropriate.
Applications to other domains We believe that the design
of our optimal one-hop transition framework is applicable
not only to character motion but also to other domains. For
example, “interactive music” [14] is a technique to make the
transitions of background music in games naturally responsive to game contexts. Inserting an optimal hop (or fill) would
potentially create quicker, more natural transitions for that
technique.
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